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We investigate the hypothesis that the scalar field is the dark matter and the dark energy in the
Cosmos, wich comprises about 95the Universe. We show that this hypothesis explains quite well
the recent observations on type Ia supernovae.
PACS numbers: 98.80.-k, 95.35.+d
There are really few questions in science more inter-
esting than that of finding out which is the nature of
the matter composing the Universe. It is amazing that
after so much effort dedicated to such question, what is
the Universe composed of?, it has not been possible to
give a conclusive answer. From the latest observations,
we do know that about 95% of matter in the Universe
is of non baryonic nature. The old belief that matter in
Cosmos is made of quarks, leptons and gauge bosons is
being abandoned due to the recent observations and the
inconsistences which spring out of this assumption [1].
Now we are convinced on the existence of an exotic non
baryonic sort of matter which dominates the structure of
the Universe, but its nature is until now a puzzle.
Recent observations of the luminosity-redshift relation
of Ia Supernovae suggest that distant galaxies are mov-
ing slower than predicted by Hubble’s law, that is, an ac-
celerated expansion of the Universe seems to hold [2,3].
Furthermore, measurements of the Cosmic Background
Radiation and the mass power spectrum also suggest
that the Universe has the preferable value Ω0 = 1. There
should exist a kind of missing anti-gravitational matter
possessing a negative pressure p/ρ = ω < 0 [4] which
should overcome the enormous gravitational forces be-
tween galaxies. Moreover, the interaction with the rest
of the matter should be very weak to pass unnoticed
at the solar system level. These observations are without
doubt among the most important discoveries of the end of
the last century, they gave rise to the idea that the com-
ponents of the Universe are matter and vacuum energy
Ω0 = ΩM +ΩΛ. Models such as the quintessence (a slow
varying scalar field) imply −1 < ω < 0 and the one us-
ing a cosmological constant, requiring ω = −1, appear to
be strong candidates to be such missing energy, because
both of them satisfy an equation of state concerning an
accelerated behavior of the Universe [5].
Observations in galaxy clusters and dynamical mea-
surements of the mass in galaxies indicate that ΩM ∼ 0.4,
(see for example [6]). Observations of Ia supernovae indi-
cate that ΩΛ ∼ 0.6 [2,3]. These observations are in very
good concordance with the preferred value Ω0 ∼ 1. Ev-
erything seems to agree. Nevertheless, the matter com-
ponent ΩM decomposes itself in baryons, neutrinos, etc.
and dark matter. It is observed that stars and dust
(baryons) represent something like 0.3% of the whole
matter of the Universe. The new measurements of the
neutrino mass indicate that neutrinos contribute with
about the same quantity as matter. In other words, say
ΩM = Ωb+Ων+··· ∼ 0.05+ΩDM , where ΩDM represents
the dark matter part of the matter contributions which
has a value ΩDM ∼ 0.35. This value of the amount
of baryonic matter is in concordance with the limits im-
posed by nucleosynthesis (see for example [1]). But we
do not know the nature neither of the dark matter ΩDM
nor of the dark energy ΩΛ; we do not know what is the
composition of ΩDM + ΩΛ ∼ 0.95, i.e., the 95% of the
whole matter in the Universe.
In a previous work two of us have shown that the scalar
field is a strong candidate to be the dark matter in spiral
galaxies [7]. Using the hipothesis that the scalar field is
the dark matter in galaxies, we were able to reproduce
the rotation curves profile of stars going around spiral
galaxies. In fact the scalar potential arising for the ex-
planation of rotation curves of galaxies is exponential.
Moreover, by using a Monte Carlo simulation, Hurterer
and Turner have been able to reconstruct an exponential
potential for quintessence which brings the Universe into
an accelerating epoch [8]. In this last work there is no
explanation for the nature of dark matter, it is taken the
value ΩDM ∼ 0.35 without further comments. Recently,
there are other papers where the late time attractor solu-
tions for the exponential potential are studied [9–11]. If
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we are consistent with our previous work, this dark mat-
ter should be also of scalar nature representing the 35%
of the matter of the Universe. In this letter we show that
the hypothesis that the scalar field is the dark matter
and the dark energy of the Universe is consistent with
Ia supernovae observations and it could imply that the
scalar field is the dominant matter in the Universe, deter-
mining its structure at a cosmological and at a galactic
level. In other words, in this letter we demonstrate that
the hypothesis that the scalar field represents more than
95% of the matter in the Universe is consistent with the
recent observations on Ia supernovae.
We assume Universe is homogenous and isotropic, so
we start with the FRW metric
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)
[
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2
(
dθ2 + sin2(θ)dφ2
)]
(1)
The equations governing a Universe with a scalar field
Φ and a scalar potential V (Φ) are
Φ¨ + 3
a˙
a
Φ˙ +
dV
dΦ
= 0, (2)
(
a˙
a
)2
+
k
a2
=
κo
3
(ρ+ ρΦ) (3)
where ρΦ =
1
2 Φ˙
2 + V (Φ) is the density of the scalar
field, ρ is the density of the baryons, plus neutrinos, plus
radiation, etc, and κo = 8piG. In order to write the
field equations (2) and (3) in a more convenient form,
we follow [12]. We define the function F (a) such that
V (Φ(a)) = F (a)/a6. Using the variable dη = 1/a3dt, we
can find a first integral of the field equation (2)
1
2
Φ˙2 + V (Φ) =
6
a6
∫
da
F
a
+
C
a6
= ρΦ (4)
being C an integration constant. When the scale factor
is considered as the independent variable, it is possible
to integrate the field equations up to quadratures [12]
t− t0 =
√
3
∫
da
a
√
κ0(ρΦ + ρ)− 3k/a2
(5)
Φ− Φ0 =
√
6
∫
da
a
[
ρΦ − F/a6
κ0(ρΦ + ρ)− 3k/a2
]1/2
(6)
In order to compare the data obtained from the Ia su-
pernovae observations with a scalar field dominated Uni-
verse, we write the magnitude-redshift relation [2]
meffectiveB = MˇB + 5 logDL(z; Ωi,ΩΦ) (7)
where DL = H0dL is the “Hubble-constant-free” lumi-
nosity distance and MˇB := MB − 5 logH0 + 25 is the
“Hubble-constant-free” B-band absolute magnitude at
the maximum of a Ia supernovae. The luminosity dis-
tance DL depends on the model we are working with.
In what follows we compare the observational measure-
ments obtained for meffectiveB with a theory defining a
scalar field dominated Universe. Using equation (4), the
luminosity distance which depends on the geometry and
on the contents of the Universe in the FRW cosmology
(see for example [13]), reads for our case
dl (z; Ωi,ΩΦ, Ho) =
(1 + z)
Ho
√
|k|sinn
(√
|k|
∫ 1
1
1+z
dx√
UΦ
)
(8)
where
UΦ : =
(∑
i
Ωix
(1−3wi)
)
− x2(1− Ωo)
+
1
ρcx2
(
6
∫
dx′
F (x′)
x′
+ C
)
(9)
and
sinn(r) =


sin(r) (k = +1)
r (k = 0)
sinh(r) (k = −1)
where i labels for b (baryonic), ν (neutrinos), r (ra-
diation), etc. with equations of state pi = wiρi for
each component. If we rescale a0 = 1 today, then
x = a = 1/(1 + z), being z the redshift. Let us now
compare the expression (8) with the function used to
fit SNe Ia measurements [14], with an equation of state
px = wxρx for the unknown energy. In this case the lu-
minosity distance is given by the equation (8) with UX
in place of UΦ, where
UX :=
(∑
i
Ωix
(1−3wi)
)
− x2(1 − Ωo) + x(1−3wx)Ωx.
(10)
Observe that both expressions (9) and (10) are very sim-
ilar, the only differences are the integral term and the
one containing the constant C. Thus, this comparison
extremely suggest that C = 0 and F (x) = Vox
s, with
V0 a constant.
Within a good approximation, we can neglect the
present contribution of density of baryons, neutrinos
etc., ρom ≪ ρoΦ because their contribution represents
less than 5% of the matter of the Universe. The next step
is to determine which is the scalar field potential. Fortu-
nately a flat Universe dominated by scalar field with the
function F = V0a
s has a very important property. We
can enunciate this property in the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let ρΦ =
6
a6
∫
F
a da with F = V0a
s in
a flat Universe dominated by a scalar field. Then the
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scalar field potential V (Φ), is essentially exponential in
the regions where the scalar energy density dominates.
Proof: If the Universe is flat, k = 0. From equation
(6) it follows that
Φ =
√
6− s
κ0
∫
da
a
√√√√ 1
1 +
(
ρm
ρΦ
) . (11)
Thus, if the scalar field dominates (ρm ≪ ρΦ), this
implies a ≃ exp(
√
κ0
6−sΦ). Then, it follows V (Φ) =
F (a)/a6 ≃ V0 exp(−
√
κ0(6− s)Φ).
This result strongly states that the scalar potential can
only be exponential when the scalar field dominates with
no other posibilities like “power-law” or “cosine”.
The theorem fulfills very well the present conditions
of the Universe with the hypothesis we are investigat-
ing. Thus, we will take an exponential potential for the
model of the Universe, which implies an extraordinary
concordance with the scalar potential used to explain the
rotation curves of galaxies [7].
With the conditions C = 0 and F = V0a
s, equations
(5) and (4) are easily integrated for a flat Universe. One
obtains [9,12]
a(t) = (K(t− t0))λ
Φ− Φ0 =
√
6− s
κ0
ln a
where λ = 2/(6− s). The important quantities obtained
from the solution in terms of the parameter λ are: the
scalar field and the scalar potential
Φ(a(t)) =
√
2
κoλ
ln(a) (12)
V (Φ) = Vo exp
(
−
√
2κo
λ
Φ
)
, (13)
the energy density of the scalar field
ρΦ = ρoΦa
− 2
λ
ρoΦ =
6Vo
6− 2λ
,
the state equation of the scalar field
wΦ =
2
3λ
− 1
where pΦ =
1
2 Φ˙
2 − V (Φ) = wΦρΦ. The scale factor
a(t) =
(
t
to
)λ
,
where to is a normalization constant. The Hubble pa-
rameter
H =
a˙
a
= λt−1
and the deceleration parameter
q = − a¨
a˙2
a = −λ− 1
λ
.
According to the solution (12 - 13), the expression for
the luminosity distance now reads
dl (z;λ, Vo, Ho) =
(1 + z)λ
Ho(1− λ)
[
6Vo
sρc
]− 1
2 [
1− (1 + z)(1− 1λ)
]
(14)
where wΦ = 1 − s/3 and we have rescaled a0 = 1 today,
for λ 6= 1. Fitting (14) with the data of Ia supernovae
[2,14] we find λ = 1.83 and Vo = 0.78ρc for ρ0Φ ∼ 0.95ρc
where ρc is the critical density (ρc = 0.92×10−29gcm−3)
(see Fig. 1).
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FIG. 1. Fit of the solution obtained for the value λ = 1.83.
The dots represent the observational results and the solid line
means m(z) = Mˇ + 5 logDL.
Now, we can calculate the deceleration parameter. We
obtain qo = −0.45 = constant, which really implies that
the Universe is accelerating. For the density of the scalar
field we obtain ρΦ = 0.95ρca
−1.09 and for its equation of
state wΦ = −0.636 = constant. Currently, we are inves-
tigating the CMBR and the mass power spectrum. See
[5] for a scalar field with equation of state w = −2/3 and
ΩΦ up to 0.8, where it is concluded that the scalar field
fits all the required observations. If we use Ho = 70
Km
sMpc ,
we find:
to = 25.6× 109yr.
to would be the age of a Universe that was always domi-
nated by the scalar field, which is not our case.
The great concordance of our hypotheses with exper-
imental results, suggests that the Universe lies at this
moment in a scalar field dominated epoch. This permits
us to speculate about the behavior of the Universe for
red-shifts greater than z = 1 as restricted by SNIa ob-
servations. Observe that our results do not imply that
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the Universe has been dominated by a scalar field during
all its evolution. Instead, our model accepts the possi-
bility of a Universe dominated by radiation or matter
before the epoch we have analyzed. In order to draw
a complete history of the Universe, we consider the pe-
riods of radiation and matter dominated eras. A gen-
eral integration of the conservation equation for a perfect
fluid made of radiation (dust), indicates that the density
scales as ρr = ρora
−4 (ρm = ρoma
−3), with ρor = 10
−5ρc
(ρom = 0.05ρc). In the FRW standard cosmology, the
Universe was radiation dominated until a ∼ 10−3, the
time when the density of radiation equals the density of
matter. Recalling our result ρΦ = ρoΦa
−1.09, the Uni-
verse changed to be matter dominated until a ∼ 0.21,
when the density of the scalar field equals the density of
matter. At this time, the density of radiation is negli-
gible. This corresponds to redshifts z = 3.7. The im-
plications of this model are very strong. Since this time
(approximately 14 × 109 yr. ago for this model), the
scalar field began to dominate the expansion of the Uni-
verse and it enters in its actual acceleration phase, which
includes most of the history of the Universe. Then we
wonder if the scalar field is the responsible for the for-
mation of structure too. According to [15], the formation
of galaxies started at a few redshifts, from approximately
4.5 to 2, just when the scalar field began to be important.
Some final remarks. With our values, the solution is
singular, i.e., a(t) vanishes at some finite time. More-
over, the solution has no particle horizon [12] as can be
seen from the expression (5) because s > 4. The question
why nature uses only spin 1 and spin 2 fundamental in-
teractions over the simplest spin 0 interactions becomes
clear with our result. This result tells us that in fact na-
ture has preferred the spin 0 interaction over the other
two and in such case, the scalar field should thus be the
responsible of the cosmos structure.
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